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Abstract: Handing over objects is a collaborative task that requires participants to synchronize their
actions in terms of space and time, as well as their adherence to social standards. If one participant is
a social robot and the other a visually impaired human, actions should favorably be coordinated by
voice. User requirements for such a Voice-User Interface (VUI), as well as its required structure and
content, are unknown so far. In our study, we applied the user-centered design process to develop a
VUI for visually impaired humans and humans with full sight. Iterative development was conducted
with interviews, workshops, and user tests to derive VUI requirements, dialog structure, and content.
A final VUI prototype was evaluated in a standardized experiment with 60 subjects who were visually
impaired or fully sighted. Results show that the VUI enabled all subjects to successfully receive objects
with an error rate of only 1.8%. Likeability and accuracy were evaluated best, while habitability
and speed of interaction were shown to need improvement. Qualitative feedback supported and
detailed results, e.g., how to shorten some dialogs. To conclude, we recommend that inclusive VUI
design for social robots should give precise information for handover processes and pay attention to
social manners.

Keywords: verbal communication; inclusive design; user-centered design; robot object handover;
voice-user interface; voice dialog

1. Introduction

Currently, extensive effort is invested in the development of functional and usable
assistive robots, as these are hoped to solve serious current problems. One example is
understaffing and the skills shortage in the health care sector, where people with all sorts of
impairments could benefit from an assistive robot. Additionally, in the production industry,
social robots are becoming team members of collaborative mixed human–robot teams [1,2].
“Social (or sociable) robots are designed to engage people in an interpersonal manner, often
as partners, in order to achieve positive outcomes [3] (p. 1936)”. They work alongside
human workers and facilitate an interpersonal relationship due to the coordination of
behavior as well as verbal and nonverbal communication [3].

Handing over objects to a human is a necessary key capability for many different
robots [4–6] and an example of a complex collaborative task. It requires temporal and
spatial synchronization of actions and is strongly based on visual and haptic information.
Therefore, it is necessary to ensure both partners are aware and certain of the attention
of their cooperation partner. Humans use eye contact, head orientation, body posture,
and hand and arm positions as cues of reciprocal attention during collaborative tasks [7]
and, especially, to interpret an intention to handover [8]. Examining the current state
of the art, active, coordinating gaze behavior of the robot is considered a precondition
for human–robot interaction during collaborative tasks [9]. In short: if the robot cannot
detect the human’s eyes, handover is not started [10,11]. However, coordinating gaze
behavior between humans and robots cannot be ensured universally. Certain working
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postures in the production sector cause restrictions in sight (e.g., [6]). Likewise, blind and
visually impaired (BVI) people cannot perform eye contact with a robot. Thus, conditions
of work and the individual prerequisites of the users of the robot themselves underline
the potential of using other modalities to support a successful handover from robots to
humans. One suitable modality is speech. In the context of interaction with smart devices,
speech was shown to be a natural interaction modality that increases the overall user
satisfaction for BVI people [12]. Ref. [13] points out that speech is the preferred primary
interaction modality for people with disabilities. Still, it is unclear if this holds true for
handover between humans and robots, as this task is normally based on visual and haptic
information. With our study, we address this issue and take a step towards the design and
development of a Voice-User Interface (VUI) for social robots that meets the requirements
of BVI people. In this context, the VUI is understood as the structure and content of a
dialog to verbally coordinate the process of robotic handover interaction. It is therefore
independent of the applied speech recognition software and the deployed technology for
the robotic handover task.

1.1. Research on Object Handover under Visual Restrictions

Reviewing the literature, we were not able to identify research done to support han-
dover between robots and BVI people. Although BVI users desire to use robots as assistants
for finding and passing objects to support their everyday lives [14], most existing robots
have been designed for users with full visual abilities. This is mirrored in a set of studies
where robots for object handover have been designed and evaluated with sighted users,
e.g., [4,15,16]. We found only one study in the area—Ref. [8] studied blinded subjects, to
simulate visual impairment, performing human-to-human handovers to deduce knowl-
edge for robot-to-human handovers. It was found that without visual feedback, handovers
are performed much slower and more carefully. Still, the handover task was not supported
by speech or sound.

Handover tasks are characterized by a high degree of passivity on the side of the
receiving participant. Research on robot-to-human handovers with visual contact to the
robot identified different process phases during handover: robot searching and grasping of
the object, transporting it to the receiver (approaching), signaling readiness to handover,
actual handover interaction with releasing the object, and ending of the interaction [4,8].
Ref. [5] defines object recognition, people detection, robot motion planning and detection of
a user’s grasp as the necessary phases during robotic handover. Users’ active participation
is only required during the actual handover of the object. During passive phases, users
under visual restrictions should be acoustically supported. For BVI people, it is especially
important to actively inform them about the current status of a system, or allow voice
commands for retrieving this information [17]. Therefore, VUIs hold undisputed potential
for BVI people, not only during active, but also passive phases of handover tasks.

It is known that during robotic handovers, humans prefer an orientation of the object
that corresponds to human conventions [4]. For instance, an easy grasp (e.g., handing over
a cup horizontally and with the handle first) by the receiver is called an ‘etiquette factor’
during robot-to-human handover [5].

Robotic handovers are especially complex when it comes to hazardous objects, as
perceived risk affects perceived handover quality and safety. Handing over hazardous
objects from robot to human resulted in lower perceived quality and safety [11]. Some
object surfaces bear a risk of injury when handing over to a receiver, e.g., because they
are pointed, sharp-edged, or hot. These need to be covered or handed averted from the
receiver [5], which is especially important for handovers under visual restrictions.

In human-to-human object handovers, BVI users need more information compared to
sighted users and are known to use specific strategies. Several strategies were identified:
(1) active grasping of the receiver after the object is placed directly in front of the hand
(instead of the giver ‘pressing’ the object into receiver’s hand), (2) movement restricted
to one participant at a time in midair handovers, (3) passive role of the impaired individ-
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ual in midair handovers, (4) explicit verbal information about potential sources of harm
from handover objects, and (5) additional verbal communication during the process and
usage of acoustic signals [18]. Due to the preferred passive role of BVI people in midair
handovers, the robot takes over the role of the sighted interaction partner and therefore has
to coordinate the localization of the human and robotic hand.

As the scant literature illustrates, systematized knowledge about robot-to-human
handovers under visual restrictions is not available. We proceed to illustrate the character-
istics of Voice-User Interfaces (VUI) that allow speech and sound as a primary interaction
modality in human–robot interactions in general.

1.2. Voice-User Interfaces in Human–Robot Interaction for Sighted and Visually Impaired Users

BVI people are the power users and, consequently, experts of VUIs [19], with voice
commands being their most frequently used interaction modality [20]. In a study, all
included BVI subjects used TalkBack or VoiceOver for smartphone interaction in daily
life [12]. Furthermore, a study in Germany showed that 88% of included BVI subjects
regularly use common voice assistants such as Siri [19]. BVI users also use speech more
frequently for input, generate longer messages, and are more satisfied with speech interfaces
than sighted people [21]. Ref. [19] concludes that BVI people as power users of VUIs “may
be able to correctly interpret and retrieve longer and more complex speech responses” (p. 2).
Supporting daily activities, VUIs allowing for easy and quick entry [13] present a high
potential to make impaired people more independent.

Applying verbal communication contributes to anthropomorphism of social robots,
i.e., attributing human (intelligent) behavior to the machine [22]. Ref. [20] found that BVI
people desire voice interaction for a more ‘natural’ interaction with technical systems.
This also implies the usage of everyday language with regards to grammar and sentence
structure, as well as the observance of dialect to enhance familiarity and user experience [20].
The same holds true for using characteristic features of intonation, pitch, and timbre to
display different intentions and emotions of a robot [23].

Targeting natural speech interaction, the computational model underlying most col-
laborative robots today is Natural Language Processing (NLP). This “refers to the compu-
tational approach of analyzing, understanding and manipulating natural language text
or speech” [15] (p. 3). In most NLP systems, a predefined dictionary is used to compare
to input voice commands [24,25]. Therefore, non-matching words included in a speech
command are simply ignored, which removes the necessity for a predefined simple speech
grammar or predefined phrases/voice commands and reduces familiarization time prior
to interaction [5]. Still, it has to be noted that failures in speech processing can easily lead
to user frustration [20].

The aim of designing a VUI that is highly similar to human-to-human speech is
in accordance with several guidelines cautioning designers against the development of
‘robotic conversations’ [13]. However, a balance between naturalness and a ‘too human-like’
conversation needs to be achieved. VUIs should not ‘trick’ users into a false belief that a
robot is a human by applying strongly ‘human-like’ conversations [13], as this could lead
to wrong estimations regarding the capabilities and intelligence of a robot. It also has to
be taken into consideration that BVI people often use and are used to screen readers with
synthesized robotic-sounding voices and a higher-than-natural output rate [13]. While this
can be explained by a greater ability for serial memory found in BVI people [26], it also
illustrates differing requirements for the interaction with VUIs dependent on the specific
user group.

In most research on robot handover, only a few steps of a robotic handover are
supported by speech interaction, as robots are designed for sighted people. For example,
the work of [5] as well as [15] only support ordering, and the work of [4] supports the
immediate timepoint of object handover. This is probably because most phases within
a robotic handover interaction can usually be entirely supported by visual information.
Nevertheless, even if visual information is available, speech interaction is useful. One study
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showed that sighted subjects performing a handover task with a robot did not try to grasp
the object until the robot verbally encouraged them to do so [4]. To conclude, supporting
the whole process of handover with VUI interaction could enable differing groups of users
to feel confident during robotic handovers.

Research on speech interaction with other assistive systems and human-to-human
handovers offers some information that VUIs should give during robotic handovers under
visual restrictions. These include the aforementioned need for status information and
orientation of an object (see Section 1.1). Even if social robots implicitly apply human
conventions regarding object orientation, it cannot be assumed that people under visual
restriction trust in the robot’s action and, accordingly, in their safety. Thus, explicit verbal
information on object orientation should support a handover process. Additional insights
from human-to-human handovers [18] show that BVI people want to be verbally informed
about unusual properties of the object in advance, an intention to hand over an object right
before, and want to give or receive a verbal reinsurance of safe grasp right at the moment
of handover before letting it go. Furthermore, BVI people use and pay attention to acoustic
sounds to locate a placed object and to perceive approaching or removing motions of their
interaction partner.

Targeting a general and inclusive usage of robots, development of a voice dialog
covering the complexity of a robot–human handover under visual restrictions is therefore
highly desirable for all user groups.

1.3. Voice-User Interfaces Design for Diverse Users with User-Centered Design (UCD)

VUI design for object handover for diverse user groups is a complex task needing
careful consideration of their differing demands. Impaired users are a heterogenous group
differing individually—e.g., in abilities, use cases, and preferences—and the combina-
tion of features causes individually unique challenges [27]. Moreover, requirements of
non-impaired users might be differing or even opposing to those of impaired users. As
described earlier, fully sighted people use coordinating gaze behavior as a cue of reciprocal
attention [7,9] and to interpret an intention to handover [7]. A VUI that coordinates the
handover process is purely additional for sighted people, whereas for BVI people, it is the
only source of process information. This could lead to a differing tolerance concerning the
amount of information conveyed by the VUI. As BVI people use speech more frequently
and can possibly handle more complex speech information than sighted users, they might
wish for more information per time.

However, despite differing requirements, BVI users prefer interfaces designed as
closely as possible to customary products and feel uncomfortable if they are dependent on
special solutions. Consequently, design activities should always target smooth interactions
for all users while paying attention to inclusive approaches rather than developing special
solutions for BVI users [12]. Hence, a procedure for the design of a suitable VUI is necessary
that puts future, diverse users at the center.

User-Centered Design (UCD) [28] is a normed process developed for designing inter-
active systems. It provides an appropriate procedure, as it focuses on user requirements
from the start with the overarching goal to ensure an ideal user experience. User-centered
design is based on the six following fundamental principles:

• The design is based upon a precise understanding of users, their tasks, and their
environments; deeply dive into their living environment instead of using vague ideas;

• Users are involved throughout the design and development process; users’ perspectives
affect the development and are not only requested for evaluation of the final product;

• User-centered evaluation drives and refines design; every prototype is evaluated by
users and their feedback is used for further product development;

• This process is iterative; stages of the development process are not linear and are done
more than once; user feedback creates the necessity to repeat stages multiple times;
Design of products does not only address the ease of use, but the whole user experience;
products create emotions, provide real solutions, and encourage repeated usage;
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• The design team must include multidisciplinary skills and perspectives; designers,
human factor experts, programmers, and engineers closely cooperate.

The UCD process consists of four general activities that are completed as subsequent
stages at several times.

1. Analyzing: Information about relevant user groups is collected and summarized, to
understand their tasks, goals, and why and in which context they will use the product;

2. Specifying: From the collected information, user requirements are derived to set
design guidelines and goals;

3. Prototyping: Concepts and design solutions are created and implemented. Early
prototypes are typically simple, with no or reduced functionality, becoming more and
more realistic with every iteration cycle;

4. Evaluating: Users try out prototypes and give feedback to test the design against the
user requirements.

Effects of user involvement are overall positive, especially regarding user satisfac-
tion [29], but also regarding system success, as well as decreased time and cost of devel-
opment [30]. User involvement for the development of assistive technology in general is
considered paramount [31,32]. The more complex the developed system, the more user
involvement has been found to be necessary [29]. Contrary to studies showing the benefits
of user involvement in general, literature on the involvement of disabled users is incon-
clusive. Some authors postulate that their involvement should take place in every general
activity of UCD, to empower them to solve their own problems [31]. Others argue that
this is inefficient, due to the heterogeneity of impaired user groups and because it vastly
increases the effort, diminishing the aforementioned advantage regarding time and cost
of development [27,32]. Ref. [20] gives an overview of 25 papers describing interactive
technologies for smart homes targeting BVI people. In 15 cases, voice or sound feedback is
used as an interaction mode, confirming the frequent use of this modality for BVI people.
However, just 12 of 25 papers report any user involvement, where only 7 involve users in
the late evaluation stage. Moreover, when developing a smart home system with speech
interaction, Ref. [33] tested voice commands without BVI users and only the final system
evaluation included BVI users.

To derive user requirements, simulation of impairments is not sufficient in the case of
BVI people [34], but is repeatedly used. Ref. [27], for instance, proposes the usage of acting
studies to sensitize designers to requirements of impaired users instead of involving them
in product development activities. Furthermore, it is common to simulate impairment by
masking healthy sensory processing, e.g., by wearing dark painted glasses or blindfolds [8].
Ref. [34] has shown that usability experts and designers do not have sufficient insight
into living environments of special groups such as BVI people. Especially for congenital
blindness, simulation quickly reaches its limits, as eyesight-covered sighted experts still
use and rely on their visual experience and knowledge within the design processes. It has
to be noted, however, that BVI people apply strategies not available for sighted people that
are only under temporary visual restrictions. It follows that a product or process that was
designed by exclusively involving BVI users could therefore be inaccessible for sighted
people, and vice versa. As a consequence, when designing an assistive robot for handover
tasks under visual restrictions, BVI, blinded, and sighted people should be involved in the
UCD, although not all user groups have to be involved in every development stage.

1.4. Research Objectives and Paper Structure

With our research, we target design, development, and evaluation of an inclusive VUI
prototype to be installed in a handover robot. We follow the guidelines of the UCD process
and involve BVI, blinded, and sighted users. Derived from research gaps, the following
tasks and research questions are specified:
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(1) User requirements: What information conveyed by the VUI do users need to per-
form a handover interaction under visual restrictions? Which features of the speech
interaction support the perception of the handover robot as a social partner?

(2) Definition of VUI dialog: What dialog flow and commands are necessary to verbally
coordinate the process of robotic handover interaction for diverse user groups?

(3) Evaluating the VUI prototype: Does the VUI prototype enable a successful handover?
How is the VUI evaluated by users regarding support ability and satisfaction with
social characteristics of the social robot? Is the VUI inclusively applicable for BVI,
blinded, and sighted users, despite not involving all user groups in every stage of the
UCD process?

Summing up, the background is that handing over objects to a human as a necessary
key capability of many different robots. The research problem is that a broadly applicable
robot interface requires additional modalities aside from visual information to coordinate
the complex process of robotic handover interaction. Under sight restriction, speech
dialog is the preferred interaction modality. However, requirements for such a dialog and
its necessary structure, as well as content for a successful and satisfying handover, are
unknown so far. The UCD process provides a methodology for the design of a suitable VUI
that puts future, diverse users at the center. Hence, we contribute the basics to successfully
design and implement an inclusive handover function in any robot.

Subsequently, in Section 2, we present the methodology of the applied iterative UCD
process including samples, materials, procedures, measures, and data analysis. Section 3
covers the results of this process with respect to user requirements for VUI design, required
VUI dialog content and structure, and evaluation of the developed VUI prototype. In
the subsequent Section 4, results are discussed regarding the identified research gaps.
Furthermore, general as well as user-specific recommendations for inclusive VUI design
supporting the complete process of handover tasks are given. Finally, Section 5 concludes
with the contributions of the presented research to the advancement of handover functions
in social robots.

2. Materials and Methods

This section describes the applied UCD process for the development of an inclusive
VUI design for handover tasks with users with various visual abilities. Based on insights
from a focus group regarding handover strategies of BVI people [18], six successive research
steps with user involvement were conducted. Therefore, user groups were divided into BVI,
blinded, and sighted people. As a result of each research step involving users, adaptations
and specifications of the VUI for handover tasks were made. Three different prototypes
with increasing functionality were applied during the process. Figure 1 visualizes the
whole applied UCD process from the first interviews until a final evaluation study.

2.1. Samples

Overall, 123 subjects were involved during the UCD process. Within each step,
user groups were involved selectively, with the aim of an economic research process
(see Section 1.3). The group of BVI people is heterogenous—the result of a visual test
cannot perfectly be associated with remaining individual capabilities. Referring to legal
definitions, the group of BVI people in this research either involved ‘blind people’ with less
than 2% remaining sight or ‘strongly visually impaired people’ with up to 8% remaining
sight in the less impaired eye. BVI people were acquired within local associations for the
blind. Table 1 summarizes characteristics of samples within each UCD step.
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direction robot-to-human, H-to-R = handover direction human-to-robot.

Table 1. Sample characteristics within each user-centered design (UCD) step.

Step Involved Groups and
Sample Size

Gender Ratio
(Female:Male)

Mean Age
(in Years)

Group Comparison
Regarding Age

Interviews BVI (14) 6:8 ~45 -

Acting Study blinded (5)
sighted (5) 5:5 ~35 -

User Test BVI (5) 2:3 ~58 -
Workshops sighted (30) - 1 - 1 -

Expert Evaluation blinded (5) 1:4 ~35 -

Evaluation Study
BVI (20),

blinded (20),
sighted (20)

37:23 ~42
MBVI = 40.3 (SDBVI = 15.3)

Mblinded = 44.6 (SDblinded = 19.9)
Msighted = 42.2 (SDsighted = 19.8)

1 Workshops were performed during networking meetings with voluntary participation. Demographic informa-
tion was not collected. BVI = blind and visually impaired. Grey background for row discriminability.

2.2. Materials

Clickable mockup. To give subjects a first impression of the VUI supporting handover
tasks and to test the appropriateness of the deduced dialog structure during early stages
of the UCD, a clickable mockup was developed. Therefore, each dialog phase within the
current available flowchart was specified by exemplary and concrete predefined sentences
or questions that the robot may use to interact with users. This collection of predefined
speech outputs was digitally recorded with two synthetic voices from the acapela group
repertoire (https://www.acapela-group.com/de/voices/repertoire/, accessed on 19 July
2022). ‘Claudia’, a German female voice, and ‘Klaus’, a German male voice, were im-
plemented. The resulting voice output files were implemented in a simple PowerPoint
presentation, allowing experimenters to react to subjects’ utterances or questions by playing
the according output file with the predefined and recorded output (Wizard-of-Oz method).

Phone-based speech interface. The implementation of a VUI into a robot requires
the functional integration of robotic hardware and software components, as well as the
respective user interfaces. To test the functionality and sufficiency of the VUI dialog content
and structure as well as the performance of speech processing in advance, the VUI was

https://www.acapela-group.com/de/voices/repertoire/
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developed as a standalone prototype. Therefore, Voice over IP (VoIP) was used based on
the freeware PhonerLite (https://lite.phoner.de/index_de.htm, accessed on 19 July 2022).
Experimenters were able to call a server where the VUI was running and subjects were
able to speak to the VUI via a phone. The VUI only supported handovers in the direction
robot-to-human. It consisted of (1) a welcoming and introduction with the name of the
robot followed by a short manual, (2) the voice dialog supporting the handover tasks,
and (3) several short voice commands such as “status” and “continue” that could be used
during all times. If used, those commands were prioritized, leading to an interruption of
the current dialog. ‘Claudia’ was used as speaker voice for the VUI. A tone was used to
confirm a processed user input.

VUI prototype in robot assistant. For the final object handover under visual restriction,
a collaborative robot was designed and built. Therefore, a robot type UR10 from Universal
Robots [35] was installed on an automated guided vehicle platform. A flexible three-finger
hand type BH8-280 of the brand BarrettHandTM (Barrett Technology, Newton, MA 02460
USA) was attached to the end effector of the robot. To enable a handover task under visual
restrictions, the aim was to implement (1) a VUI as primary interaction modality, (2) an
optical sensor-system for object identification including classification of hazardous surfaces,
and (3) an intelligent body and hand recognition algorithm. All subcomponents of the robot
were interconnected by an event-based distributed-state-machine. For further information,
Appendix A describes the applied robot assistant using the taxonomy of [22]. The robot
arm moved slowly and on an automated path. Trajectory was only restricted by objects in
the test environment and a safety space at the subjects’ positions. The final VUI further used
‘Claudia’ as the speaker voice and the tone for confirmation of user input procession. It
contained the same components as the phone-based speech interface and a comprehensive
standard, as well as a shortened expert mode (see Section 3.2 and Appendix C).

2.3. Design, Procedures and Measures

With the exception of the evaluation study, all UCD steps were conducted including
only one or two of the three user groups (BVI, blinded, sighted). The final evaluation study
was conducted to assess successful handover coordination and user satisfaction with the
VUI prototype. Table 2 summarizes the research aims, methodology, and procedure of each
UCD step. Audio and video recording were used. For several UCD steps, three personas
were characterized to design and develop the VUI prototypes by considering different
capabilities and knowledge of users. The three personas were:

• Beginner: wants a detailed dialog; each activity of the robot should be commented on
in detail by voice outputs; robot as assistant worker;

• Intermediate: wants articulated status messages, but no detailed explanations; robot
as an intelligent machine;

• Expert user: wants short commands and short messages; robot as a tool.

Table 2. Research aims, methodology, and procedure of each applied UCD step.

Step Research Aims Method/Design/Material 1 Procedure

Interviews (BVI)

• Basic needs of user groups
regarding human and
robotic handovers under
visual restrictions

M: structured interviews

Structure of interviews

(1) Hazardousness of objects during
midair handovers;

(2) General hazardousness under
visual restriction;

(3) Daily strategies for handovers;
(4) Attitudes towards and demands for

communicating with the robot.

https://lite.phoner.de/index_de.htm
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Table 2. Cont.

Step Research Aims Method/Design/Material 1 Procedure

Acting Study
(blinded, sighted)

• Observation of natural
handover processes

• Abstraction of basic dialog
structure during handovers

• Collection of literal
utterances and questions to
train speech recognition

M: laboratory study
D: 2 × 2 within-design:
Role of giving participant

human assistant vs. assistant robot
Modality

midair handover vs. placing on table

Role play

• Scenario setting: BVI person in need of
assistance would like to receive an object
that is inaccessible to him/her.

• Blinded person 1 (receiver) with
blindfold and sighted person 2 (giver)
who played a human assistant or
assistant robot dependent on scenario.

• Task: object handover in
unstandardized interaction

• Experimenter specified the object within
each handover trial.

• Open questioning at the end.

User Test
(BVI)

• Testing success of flow chart
draft for handover
dialog structure

• Collection of literal
utterances and questions to
train speech recognition

• Inserting collected literal
utterances into flow chart
draft, resulting in a dialog
flow chart

M: Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ)
ser test (structured,

unstandardized)
D: 3 handover scenarios (within)
reach (midair interaction) vs. take

(midair interaction) vs. place
(indirect interaction)

MA: clickable mockup

(1) Forced selection between a female and
male speaker voice of VUI;

(2) Three handover scenarios using the VUI
mockup with selected speaker voice to
hand over a cup of water.

• Experimenters played the robot and
controlled the VUI (WOZ) by clicking an
appropriate predefined speech output.

Workshops
(sighted)

• Collect literal variations
(words, grammar) to train
speech recognition

• Handover dialogs in case of
errors to extent the dialog
flow chart

• Specification of flow chart

M: remote workshop
D: 3 × 4 mixed-design:

Persona—between
(beginner vs. intermediate vs.

expert user)
Scenario—within

(ideal scenario vs. speech
recognition failure vs. problems
finding object vs. path to user

is blocked)
MA: digital whiteboard
(real-time, collaborative)

(1) Two persons (1 receiver, 1 giver)
virtually handing over a “cup” (picture
of a cup was moved from giver to
receiver, see Figure 2), using verbal
interaction to support handovers in both
directions (robot-to-human vs.
human-to-robot) by considering the
assigned persona;

(2) Other persons of the group transcribed
verbal utterances;

(3) Discussion on dialog process
and utterances.

Expert evaluation
(blinded)

• Finding usability failures
• Iterative adaptation of the

VUI after each expert
• Collection of literal variations

M: Unstandardized
expert evaluation

MA: phone-based speech interface

(1) Interaction with VUI by Voice over IP;
(2) Experts were told to imagine handover

situations with a robot;
(3) Choice between predefined objects,

handover directions, and
handover modalities;

(4) After several trials: interview about the
overall interaction, focus on difficulties,
remembering and appropriateness of
short voice commands, missing process
information, grammar, wording;

• Experimenters observed experts’
reactions during interaction with the
VUI (mimic, verbal).

Evaluation study
(BVI, blinded,
sighted)

• Evaluation of success of
handover support by VUI,
satisfaction with VUI support
and with social
characteristics dependent on
user group

M: standardized experiment
D: 3 × 3 × 2 mixed design

User groups—between
(BVI vs. blinded vs. sighted)

Objects—within
(knife vs. cup vs. spanner)

Modalities—within
(midair vs. placing)

MA: VUI prototype in
assistant robot

(1) Pre-survey;
(2) Random assignment of sighted subjects

to group ‘blinded’ or ‘sighted’;
(3) Six handover (3 objects x 2 modalities)

interactions with the robotic protype,
each paused by short
post-scenario questions;

(4) Post-experiment questionnaire and
open questions.

1 M = Method, D = Design, MA = Material. Grey background for row discriminability.
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Figure 2. Visualization of remote handover roleplay on the real-time collaborative whiteboard applied
in workshops. Subjects were able to move objects by selecting and shifting on the board.

Evaluation study. Due to the complexity of the final evaluation study, the study is
described in detail in the following section.

A quasi-experimental design was applied. Subjects’ vision served as the between-
group variable. The group ‘blind and visually impaired (BVI)’ consisted of blind or severely
visually impaired persons (see Section 2.1). Sighted subjects were randomly assigned to
the groups ‘blinded’ (eyes covered with a blindfold) and ‘sighted’. Objective success of
handover tasks, ordering time, and handover time, as well as subjective rating of satisfaction
with VUI support and with social characteristics were used as dependent variables.

The final VUI was implemented in an assistant robot (see Section 2.2). The VUI, object
delivery, and handover actions of the robots were fully functional and autonomous.

Before the experiment, subjects were informed about the procedure of the study
through a written participant information sheet and signed a declaration of consent and
privacy policy. Screen reader-capable documents were used. Subjects were welcomed in
an anteroom. Due to pandemic reasons, experimenters controlled for compliance with
the hygienic concept of the study. Subjects received financial compensation for effort and
filled in a pre-survey for demographics. For standardization across subjects, all surveys
in this study were read out loud, subjects verbally answered and experimenters digitally
recorded answers. Within the experimental room, subjects were encouraged to become
familiar with the robot by touching the robotic parts if wanted and were given a verbal
explanation of functionalities. Here, the robot did not communicate with the subjects.
After that, subjects sat down on a hospital-like couch and were given a headset loosely
placed around the neck for speech input. The experimenters instructed the subjects to
freely choose the standard or expert mode of the VUI (further description see Section 3.2) in
each of the six following trials. The robot welcomed and introduced itself to the subjects by
reading out a manual to explain its functions. The robot also asked subjects to speak loudly
and vigorously, and explained the available short commands. Experimenters instructed
the subjects which object they should order from the robot (cup, knife, spanner). The
subjects were free to choose between handover modality ‘midair handover’ or ‘placing
object on the table’ (Block 1). These objects were chosen from pre-study results where
hazardousness was rated for several objects during imagined handovers, showing that
knifes are evaluated as hazardous, spanners as unhazardous, and cups as neutral. Later,
the same objects were ordered and handed over again with the handover modality rejected
before (Block 2). The sequence of handover objects was predetermined for each subject
and varied randomly. Each trial consisted of ordering the object and receiving it from the
robot without any further information from experimenters. In the end, subjects verbally
completed a post-experimental survey covering the quantitative evaluation of the VUI. For
the robotic subcomponents ‘object identification’ and ‘object grasping’, the Wizard of Oz
methodology was applied: The second experimenter placed the according object within
the robotic hand and manually sent the command to close the hand. The sighted subjects
were not able to see the manual actions of the experimenter behind a partition wall. After
all handover trails, a post-experimental interview was performed with the subjects.

In the pre-survey, demographic information regarding sex, age, and impairments of
sight were captured. Error rate of handovers was used as an objective measurement of
handover success. Additionally, ordering time, and handover time were measured and
the frequency of using the VUI expert mode was analyzed. For the subjective evaluation
of satisfaction with VUI support and with social characteristics, Subjective Assessment
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of Speech System Interfaces (SASSI) [36] was used because the survey equally focuses on
pragmatic qualities of the VUI and the resulting affect, emotions, and frustration [37]. Due
to the relatively standardized interaction in an experimental setting, subscale Cognitive
Demand was not applied, resulting in a total of 29 items, all rated on a seven-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. In the end, open feedback
from the subjects was requested and several specific questions regarding the VUI were
asked: ‘Which adjective would you choose to describe the interaction with the robot?’, ‘How
did you feel about the voice outputs?’, ‘Was there any missing or redundant information
from the robot?’.

2.4. Data Analysis

To analyze qualitative data during the UCD process, inductive and deductive category
formation were applied. Therefore, qualitative data were audio and/or video recorded
to enable a retrospective in-depth analysis. A relevant sense of the conversations was
summarized directly while listening and later from audio data. In the case of interviews,
answers to the questions of researcher were directly assigned to the pre-defined category
of interest in the interview guideline (deductive). In the case of unstandardized research
methods, e.g., the acting study, the process of handovers was observed and divided into
sub-processes (inductive) and compared to the pre-drafted flow chart for handovers. Finally,
to collect literal variations for the improvement of speech recognition, utterances were
transcribed word-for-word, discussed by researchers, and assigned to the appropriate
dialog phase within the dialog flow chart.

For data analysis of evaluation data, the statistics software R [38] was used. In
case of skewed distributions, Median (Mdn) and Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) were
calculated and nonparametric tests were applied. Error rate for the human–robot interaction
was measured by summing all unsuccessful handover trials and dividing this number by
the total number of all trials. If subjects did not receive the specific ordered object, the trial
was defined as unsuccessful. Handover failures due to technical errors of the robot (e.g.,
problem of opening robotic hand) were not included in the measure. Overall, for 60 subjects
performing six experimental trials each, 360 trials were planned during the experiment.
Due to technical problems of the demonstrator, only 338 trials without technical limitations
could be performed. Objective time data and use of the VUI expert mode were read out
script-based from the robot logfiles. The whole human–robot interaction was divided into
the phases ordering, search and delivery of the object, handover, and returning to home
position. Only the duration of two phases was entirely dependent on the VUI performance
and is reported here. Therefore, ordering time was defined as the time period between the
robot asking for the subjects’ order and the robot indicating search for the requested object.
Handover time was defined as the time period between the robot requesting handover
readiness and the final opening of the robotic hand.

3. Results

This chapter first summarizes deduced requirements for an inclusive VUI design to
support handover tasks under visual restriction (Section 3.1). Although some requirements
were repeatedly found during the UCD process, each requirement is reported at the research
step of first mentioning. After, the VUI prototype dialog content and structure resulting
from iterative development is described (Section 3.2). Third, the results of the evaluation
study conducted by involving all three user groups are reported regarding the success of
handover support with VUI and satisfaction with VUI support and social characteristics.

3.1. Requirements for VUI Design

Table 3 summarizes the deduced requirements and links all detailed requirements to
the UCD steps of mentioning.
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Table 3. Classified requirements for VUI design identified during the UCD process.

Design Requirement and General Insights UCD Step 1

Dialog content
Placing on table: feedback on orientation of objects on table using clock direction or verbal
front/side directions U, (I)

Reassurance about safe and stable grasp before hand opening I
Announcing if object is potentially hazardous I
Communicating specific feature of objects (e.g., sharp, sticky, wet) I
Requirement for position of object in relation to receiver hands I
Standardization of robotic dialog to develop a routine I
Introduction with guidance on desired speech input EE
If equal robotic actions are performed during various phases of handover (e.g., ‘opening hand’ to
take up object and release object), a one-to-one mapping of speech outputs with specific phase by
using literal speech variations is necessary (e.g., “I am opening my hand” during object grasping
vs. “I am letting go now” during handover)

EE

Continuous verbal communication about current robotic action A
Selectable option: offering placing on the table instead of midair handover I
Usage of communication to support both passive as well as active phases
during robotic handovers (for details see Section 3.2) I, A, U, W, EE, EV

Acoustic confirmation of command processing U
Information regarding system failures always being speech-based U
Information on orientation of objects in robot hand I, (A), (U)
Confirmation loop for releasing the object during handover I, (EE)
Usage of a tone to explicate input confirmation U
Information on robot intent to handover I
Social manners and etiquette
Task-oriented speech outputs, no chattering U
Short speech output U
No overuse of “please” in robotic outputs U
Kind and nice U
Commanding tone for input confirmation U
Formal speech (age-independent), no colloquial utterances U
Possibility to thank the robot and robotic reaction to gratitude by users U
Aesthetics/anthropomorphism
Slight preference for female voice U
Introduction of the robot by name U
Reaction to calling the name of the robot EE
Desire to use easy, but complete and grammatical correct speech inputs at first contact U
Natural communication that feels ‘warm’ I
Supporting passive user phases
Possibility to actively retrieve status information during passive times I, (U)
If true: usage of artificial sounds made by the VUI to replace quiet mechanics of the robot EV
Usage of sounds instead of voice outputs to reduce output length U
Short commands
Possibility to interrupt robot speech at all times (interrupt-events with prioritization) U
Emergency call I
Individualization
Speaker voice U
Amount of speech outputs (novice/expert) U, (W), (EE)
Replacing of unneeded voice outputs during all phases by sounds for experienced users W
Speed of speaker voice (BVI prefer faster output) U
Individualizing name of robot U
Blinded users: more communication to ensure a situation awareness I
Acoustic guidance (by sounds) for user hand positioning during midair handovers EV
Speech Recognition and Speech Output
Short time latencies between two speech outputs to prevent unintended interruptions by users EE
Acoustic signal of the VUI to show readiness for voice input EV
Good natural language recognition EV

1 I = Interviews, A = Acting Study, U = User Test, W = Workshops, EE = Expert Evaluation, EV = Evaluation Study.
Grey background for category and row discriminability.
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Within the interviews, BVI subjects mentioned that sharp objects such as a knife, hot
objects such as filled cups, and breakable objects such as thin glasses or even broken pieces
are always dangerous to hand over. This information were further used to select handover
objects for the following UCD steps with practical handover interactions. BVI subjects had
an overall belief that they could successfully communicate with robots, but were concerned
that the robot’s voice is “machine-like” and “artificial”. Opinions about the acoustic sound
of the robot arm were ambivalent, as it could enable localization of the robot, but it was
also expected to be annoying. Users emphasized the importance of communication in
general and mentioned mandatory information and feedback, e.g., the necessity for verbal
reassurance about safe and stable grasp before opening the hand.

The acting study included blinded subjects for the first time. Results showed that
midair handovers led to great uncertainty on the user’s side, showing an increased demand
for verbal communication. Framing the interaction as ‘interacting with a robot’ compared
to framing it as ‘interacting with a person’ resulted in a change of communication from
familiar conversation style to a command mode. Subjects mentioned necessity of a detailed
description of the current robotic action to increase trust in the robot and to ensure proper
situation awareness during interaction at all times. From study results, a flow chart
structuring the pure technical substeps that should be supported by dialog was made (see
Appendix B, Figure A2). These undefined dialog phases were integrated as placeholders
for the later specified user inputs and robot outputs. Additionally, for each dialog phase,
frequently used literal utterances and questions from the acting study were captured to
design a clickable VUI mockup.

During the user test, subjects perceived the speaker voices as clear and friendly, so no
further improvements on speaker voice was done within the next UCD steps. All five BVI
subjects were able to successfully complete the handover process with predefined voice
outputs triggered by experimenters (Wizard of Oz). They expressed an overall confidence
that the voice dialog is sufficient to successfully perform the handover task. Tones were
found to be a good extension of speech to replace robotic output and to confirm user
inputs. From each interaction scenario, literal variations of speech input were collected
from subjects and used for training of the speech recognition algorithm. Therefore, key
words within speech input commands were analyzed. The findings of the user test resulted
in an adaption of the flow chart draft towards a dialog flow chart for handover interaction.

Due to the usage of personas during the workshop, it was possible to develop an expert
mode for the VUI that eliminated several robotic outputs or even entire dialog phases that
seemed unnecessary for the successful handover, with the condition of prior knowledge of
the VUI (for examples, see Appendix C). This further contributed to an individualization of
VUI interaction. Additionally, subjects specified dialogs for erroneous interaction situations.
Therefore, the dialog flow chart was extended once again. Finally, all used literal utterances
and questions were analyzed and used for training of speech recognition.

Regarding the expert evaluation, results indicated that the dialog phases of the VUI
described in Section 3.2 were sufficient to successfully finish the interaction, and compre-
hensibility and sentence structure of the VUI were judged to be satisfying. If the interaction
stopped prior to ‘returning to home station’, general speech recognition due to unidentified
speech input (e.g., specific wording), accent, or technical problems such as microphone
calibration were the reasons. Therefore, the speech recognition was optimized and further
parameterized. It was obvious that the experts continuously formulated requirements
separately from novice first-time users and more experienced users. Experts expressed
insecurities in situations of VUI silence. These situations were analyzed and used for an
extension of explicit information given by the VUI for the first-time users of the intended
robot assistant.

3.2. VUI Prototype Dialog Content and Structure

The VUI dialog covered the ordering of several daily objects with two handover
modalities (midair or placing on a table). After a welcoming and the possibility to assess a
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verbal manual, the VUI asks for orders. An order is finally processed if the VUI receives all
three pieces of information—object, handover direction, and handover modality—from the
user. An example of a complete voice dialog for a robot-to-human handover under visual
restrictions can be found in Appendix C. Summing up results from all research steps with
user involvement, the VUI prototype dialog for handover included nine successive parts of
verbal communication. They are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Successive communication parts of the VUI prototype dialog for object handover.

Part Communication

1 Welcoming/start of interaction including introduction by name
2 Obtaining order information
3 Passive status information during searching and grasping of the object
4 Approaching towards the human, keeping a distance to the user
5 Confirmation loop for intention to hand over

6 Actual approach towards user’s hand including an expression of required
user actions

7 Information regarding orientation and features of the handover object and an
expression of required user actions

8 Confirmation loop for safe grasp during handover
9 Final announcement of forthcoming hand opening

Two dialog versions, a novice and an expert mode, were available (see Appendix C).
While every action of the robot is supported by speech output in the novice mode, speech
output during passive times of users (e.g., while the robot is searching for and grasping
an object) is reduced. Still, both modes support the short command ‘status’, which can be
used also during expert mode to recall a speech output about the current action of the robot
in case of uncertainty. Other available short commands were ‘go on’ (shortens down the
current speech outputs and acts as confirmation phrase), ‘pause’ (pausing the interaction
till continue), ‘call for help’ (connectivity to an internal or external emergency call center
if required), ‘emergency stop’ (immediate stop of robot movements in case of danger or
discomfort), and ‘back to base’ (direct ending of the interaction and returning to base
station). All short commands were prioritized and interrupted the current robotic actions.

3.3. Evaluation of VUI Prototype

This section summarizes the results of the final evaluation study. Only six trials out
of 338 were classified as unsuccessful, resulting in an overall error rate of 1.8%. In group
‘sighted’, no unsuccessful trials occurred. In comparison, the error rate was 1.8% in group
‘BVI’ and 3.4% in group ‘blinded’.

Data from robot logfiles showed a median duration for ordering of 54 s (MAD = 21.4).
The Kruskal–Wallis test showed no significant group difference in ordering time (X2(2) = 2.32,
p = 0.314). Median handover time was 75 s (MAD = 15.5). The Kruskal–Wallis test showed
no significant group difference in handover time (X2(2) = 1.40, p = 0.497). The expert mode
was chosen by subjects in 7% of all trials. These trials with expert mode were performed by
17% of the subjects, including two BVI, four blinded, and four sighted subjects. Analyzing
the frequency of using the expert mode within subjects, more than half of all trials with
expert mode were performed by sighted subjects.

The subscales of the SASSI questionnaire (System Response Accuracy, Likeability,
Annoyance, Habitability, and Speed) were analyzed depending on group. Table 5 shows
the results of the group comparisons and Figure 3 visualizes the distribution of data. Only
the subscale Annoyance resulted in a significant difference; post-hoc test with Bonferroni
correction (αadj = 0.016) showed that the difference occurred between group ‘blinded’
(M = 2.25) and ‘sighted’ (M = 2.82). Therefore, sighted subjects evaluated the VUI as
significant more annoying than blinded subjects (t = 2.79, p = 0.008, d = 0.712). In Figure 3,
for group ‘blinded’, a much lower variance in data is obvious, showing higher agreement
about the Annoyance of the VUI. Likeability was evaluated best, with mean values all
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clearly above the scale midpoint. In contrast, the subscale Speed showed mean values close
to the scale midpoint. Overall, variances in data were high regarding ratings for System
Response Accuracy, Habitability, and Speed.

Table 5. ANOVA for SASSI subscales dependent on group.

SASSI Subscale F p-Value eta2
P

System Response Accuracy 2.14 0.149 0.036
Likeability 0.84 0.362 0.014
Annoyance 5.35 0.024 0.084
Habitability 2.34 0.132 0.039

Speed 3.86 0.054 0.062
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The presentation of qualitative feedback is divided into the three user groups. Within
all groups, subjects mentioned performance problems of the VUI because speech inputs
of the subjects were not correctly understood and subjects had to repeat or correct the
processed order information.

BVI: BVI subjects described using the speech output of the VUI for locating the robot
within the room and would use this information for an estimation of the remaining time
until handover. The spoken manual of the VUI was expressed to be important. Overall,
subjects described VUI interaction as “good”, although also “cumbersome” because the
robot had to finish a current speech output before it reacted to a new speech input of
the subjects. The VUI interaction was characterized as “too slow”. The general mode of
expression was described as “clear” and “comprehensible” and only a few subjects felt the
speaker voice was “artificial”. All information given by the VUI was evaluated as equally
important and highlighted the necessity of communicating the current task and location of
the robot, as well as an explicit communication of expected subject behavior. BVI subjects
asked for a more explicit cue for positioning the hand to support the handover task. In
addition to that, the idea of an acoustic guidance of the subject’s hand was expressed.
Furthermore, they requested more flexible natural language processing to allow even more
natural dialog of the VUI, an acoustic signal to know that the VUI is ready for a voice input
instead of only confirming inputs and an individualization of speaking rate of the VUI.

Blinded: Blinded subjects could imagine using the expert mode, but only after an
appropriate familiarization time. Overall, the speech interaction was evaluated as “good”,
which also included the speech recognition of the VUI. Again, some subjects perceived the
speech interaction as “too slow” and they would have to “get used to it”. The general mode
of expression was described as “clear” and “comprehensible”, but it was also mentioned
that the robot talked too much. They highlighted the importance of the VUI’s explicit
communication of expected subject behavior. Order confirmation was highlighted as
important. Speech outputs during passive phases of subjects were evaluated as redundant.
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A few subjects requested a clearer speaker voice and, similar to BVI subjects, an acoustic
signal of the VUI to know that the VUI is ready for a voice input. Furthermore, they asked
for artificial acoustic sounds during robot movements to be able to acoustically locate the
robot. A further individualization of speech input, for example, by using codes for regular
orders, was desired.

Sighted: Sighted subjects stated that they prefer the expert mode because it subjectively
shortens the necessary time for the interaction. Some subjects characterized the speech
interaction as “pleasant”, “appropriate for the intended purpose”, and “relatively clear”,
while other characterizations were overshadowed by performance problems in the speech
recognition of the VUI. The general mode of expression regarding social manners was
described as “friendly”, “helpful”, and “formal”, but, on the contrary, the speaker voice
was characterized as ‘monotonous’ and ‘jerky’. The confirmation of intended actions of
the robot seemed important to the subjects, while speech outputs during passive phases
of the subjects were evaluated as redundant. Subjects asked for more flexible natural
language processing to allow even more natural dialog, including a larger vocabulary. An
individualization of speaker voice and artificial acoustic sounds during robot movements
was also requested, as the mechanics of the moving robot were too quiet.

4. Discussion

With our research, we targeted design, development, and evaluation of an inclusive
VUI prototype. This was installed in a handover robot by following the guidelines of the
UCD process and involving BVI, blinded, and sighted users. The results of this process
are user requirements, a VUI prototype designed and developed on the basis of these
requirements, and evaluations by BVI, blinded, and sighted users. These results are
condensed into a set of recommendations for inclusive VUI development and dialog design.
Finally, the success of this VUI prototype is discussed.

4.1. Recommendations for Inclusive VUI Design for Robot Handover under Visual Restriction

Overall, the requirement analysis highlighted the importance of communicating with
the robot in general and gave insights into mandatory information for the VUI to ensure
a successful and satisfying object handover under visual restrictions. The results also
showed that subjects adjusted their communication style from a familiar conversation to
a command mode, showing that subjects expected the robot to understand less than a
human partner. Additionally, including experts during the design process added value,
as they formulated requirements separately from novice first-time users and experienced
users. Furthermore, testing of the VUI as a standalone phone-based prototype by experts
highlighted insecurities in situations of VUI silence. These expressed insecurities revealed
dialog phases that caused insufficient situational awareness due to missing visual and
environmental sound cues (e.g., sounds from a moving robot arm). To address this issue,
these dialog phases were further improved by adding VUI outputs. Applying this method,
requirements for a wide range of situations (e.g., loud ambient noises) and users could be
collected. The requirements were not always free of contradictions, showing the necessity
to make careful design decisions for VUI design dependent on user group and context.
Still, to enable an inclusive design, the VUI has to be adapted towards the weakest user.
However, the result of lower error rates of BVI people during object handover compared to
blinded people shows that, in the examined use case, this is not necessarily the group of BVI
people. A possible reason is that BVI people have a set of specific handover strategies [18],
which blinded users probably do not have.

The collected requirements are condensed into general and user-group specific rec-
ommendations for inclusive VUI design considering (a) handover success and (b) user
satisfaction with social characteristics.

(a) Necessary information for handover success: Users need certain information con-
veyed by the VUI to successfully perform a handover interaction under visual restrictions.
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• Actively provide status and position information during passive user phases. This
confirms the literature, as recalling status information from an assistive system was
found to be key information and a goal of VUIs [17]. Depending on the complexity
of information, this can be done by continuous verbal communication about current
robotic action or unique sounds instead of unnecessary voice outputs. If the mechan-
ics of the robot are noiseless, offer generated artificial sounds to facilitate position
estimation in case of visual restrictions.

• Before handover, provide precise information to the user about the object, its ori-
entation, and its position. Users required that orientation of an object in the robot
hand should be communicated, which was already mentioned by [4], along with the
recommendation to orient objects corresponding to human conventions. As [18] found
before, unusual properties of the object should be announced, with users mentioning
properties such as being hazardous, sharp, sticky, or wet. Additionally, this research
found that the position of the object should be communicated by giving clockwise
(e.g., “The object is at the 9 o’clock position in front of your hand.”) or front/side
direction in relation to receiver’s hand (e.g., “The object is in front, slightly left from
your hand.”).

• Announce and request active confirmation of users for their readiness to handover,
reinsurance of safe grasp, and for releasing. Already, Ref. [18] postulated communi-
cating intention to handover and reinsurance of safe grasp, which was found in this
research as well, complemented by the requirement to request active confirmation
for releasing.

• Use sounds to show readiness for voice input and to immediately confirm command
or input processing. Users require immediate confirmation of command processing
and input confirmation to avoid user insecurity as to whether they are heard.

• Allow users to interrupt robot speech, but avoid interrupting user speech. Prioritized
short commands for interruption of robot speech should be possible at all times, e.g.,
for emergency call or correcting input. Shortening time latencies between two speech
outputs can prevent unintended interruptions by users.

• Enable good natural language recognition by understanding easy, but grammatical
correct inputs. This further contributes to anthropomorphism and personification of
the social robot [22], as do the features of speech interaction described next.

(b) Considering social characteristics for user satisfaction: In line with literature, social
manners and etiquette, aesthetics, and anthropomorphism, as well as individualization,
need to be satisfied, supporting the perception of the handover robot as a social partner.
This is because these robots engage users in an interpersonal manner to achieve positive
outcomes and facilitate an interpersonal relationship through the coordination of behavior,
as well as through verbal and nonverbal communication [3].

• When designing voice output, pay attention to social manners and etiquette. Output
should be kind and nice, but stay task-oriented. There should be no chattering or
colloquial language, and no excessive use of the word “please”. For voice input, allow
a commanding style, but also kind communication, such as the possibility to thank
the robot with an appropriate answer.

• Include anthropomorphic features in social robot communication. Users like the
introduction of a robot by name and expect it to react when calling this name. They
require warm and natural communication, with only slight preference for female voice.
Hence, if possible, offering female and male voices is recommended, which users can
choose according to individual preference.

• Allow individualization to address differing needs of diverse user groups. Expert and
novice modes, the latter with more extensive communication, ensure a continuous
understanding of the situation for new or BVI users. In line with [13], which showed
that BVI people often use screen readers with synthesized robotic-sounding voices and
a higher than natural speaking output rate, voice output tempo should be adjustable.
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An acoustic guidance system could provide sounds at the robot gripper to facilitate
localizing the object for BVI users.

4.2. Recommendations on Dialog Flow and Commands

Second, in the results, a VUI prototype for handover tasks under visual restrictions
was specified. Its structure can be condensed into recommendations on dialog flow and
commands that verbally coordinate the complete process of handover tasks under visual
restriction for diverse user groups.

The specified VUI prototype for robot handover under visual restriction included
verbal communication for nine serialized parts. Mapping them to previously known process
phases during handover [4,8], it becomes apparent that those previously known phases do
not cover the complete process of handover tasks. The first two parts of the VUI prototype—
‘welcoming and start of interaction’ and ‘obtaining order information’—are neglected in
previous handover process phases. However, for BVI people, they are especially important,
as they are verbal in nature and can offer important presets, facilitating the handover
process later on. For example, verbal welcoming by name can help BVI users in locating the
robot and perceiving the robot as a social partner. Furthermore, during ordering, offering
midair handover versus placing the object on a table can make it easier for BVI people
to locate and take the object. Hence, dialog for handover tasks under visual restrictions
should start at this point. Ref. [4] start their handover process phases with the robot’s
searching and grasping of the object. In line with the general recommendations listed in
Section 4.1, VUI dialog should give status information about the robot during searching
and grasping the object. The next handover process phase is ‘transporting the object to
the receiver (approaching)’, which corresponds with the structure of the VUI prototype.
Next, the handover process phase signaling readiness to handover is supplemented by
a confirmation loop for the intention to hand over in the VUI dialog. The last handover
process phase is actual handover interaction, with releasing the object and ending of the
interaction. For sighted people, this phase is strongly based on visual information [7,8]. For
users under visual restriction, temporal and spatial synchronization of actions needs to be
supported acoustically. Thus, VUI dialog structure in this handover process phase should be
more detailed, containing five parts: a confirmation loop for intention to hand over; actual
approach to the user’s hand, including an expression of required user actions; information
regarding orientation and features of handover object and an expression of required user
action; confirmation loop for safe grasp during handover; and final announcement of
forthcoming hand opening.

To offer shortcuts in VUI dialog or to address urgent user needs during a handover
process, prioritized short commands should be included, interrupting the current robot
action. The short commands ‘go on’ and ‘back to base’ offer shortcuts to speed up or cancel
the handover process. The short commands ‘pause’ and ‘emergency stop’ enable users to
react to unexpected situations during the handover process. Finally, the short command
‘call for help’ is necessary for BVI users, for example, in case of functional failures or not
knowing where the robot is or what it does.

4.3. Success of VUI Prototype

Third, in the results, the VUI prototype was evaluated with three main success criteria:
enabling successful handover coordination; users’ satisfaction with task support and social
characteristics; and inclusive applicability for all users, despite not involving all user groups
in every stage of the UCD process.

Enabling successful handover coordination: The VUI prototype enabled a successful
handover. The error rate was very low, with only 1,8% unsuccessful handovers.

Users’ satisfaction with task support: Nevertheless, users’ evaluation regarding the
support ability of the social robot was mixed. On the one hand, the speech interaction
was characterized by positive attributes such as “good”, “pleasant”, “appropriate for
the intended purpose”, and “relatively clear”. All information given by the VUI were
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considered important by BVI people. Blinded and sighted people mentioned confirmation
of intended actions of the robot, the VUI’s explicit communication of expected subjects’
behavior, and order confirmation as especially important. Of this information, BVI people
only mentioned communication of expected behavior, and additionally highlighted the
necessity of communicating the current task and location of the robot. However, it is
perfectly possible that this group took explicit confirmation regarding some information
for granted and not worth mentioning. Furthermore, blinded and sighted people evaluated
speech outputs during passive phases as redundant, which BVI people did not, possibly
showing different ways of thinking between BVI people and people with overall good
visual abilities. Additionally, within all groups, subjects mentioned performance problems
of the VUI because speech inputs of the subjects were not correctly understood and subjects
had to repeat or correct the processed order information. Although there were no significant
group differences in ordering and handover time, the speed of the VUI was evaluated
differently between user groups. Whereas some BVI subjects evaluated the VUI as being
far to slow, this was not the case for blinded subjects. One possible explanation is that BVI
people have been found to have greater serial memory, enabling them to correctly interpret
and retrieve longer and more complex speech responses [19].

Users’ satisfaction with social characteristics: In line with [3,13,22], we evaluated social
characteristics and emotional value of the interaction with the VUI, as being regarded as a
social partner is a crucial precondition of satisfaction with social robots.

Users’ evaluation regarding social characteristics of the social robot was positive. In
the SASSI questionnaire, likeability was evaluated best. In qualitative feedback, the general
mode of expression regarding social manners was described as “friendly”, ”helpful”,
“formal”, “clear”, and ”comprehensible”. Only a few users felt the speaker voice was
“artificial”, “monotonous”, and “jerkily”, or that the robot talked too much.

Inclusive applicability for all users: The VUI was found to be inclusively applicable
for BVI, blinded, and sighted users, despite not involving all user groups in every stage
of the UCD process. Handover success, ordering and handover time, and most subjective
measures in SASSI questionnaire found no difference between user groups. Only the
subscale Annoyance resulted in a significant difference, with sighted subjects evaluating
the VUI as significant more annoying than blinded subjects. The reason for this result could
be that the speech outputs during passive phases of subjects were perceived as redundant
by sighted users. In accordance with this, more than half of all trials with expert mode
were performed by sighted subjects, although as many blinded as sighted subjects tried
the expert mode. However, only sighted subjects stated that they prefer the expert mode
because it subjectively shortens the necessary time for interaction.

To conclude, it is worth applying UCD with diverse user groups; at the same time,
involving users of the diverse groups selectively into the development process was successful.

4.4. Limitations and Future Research

The presented research also has some limitations. Only short-term interaction with
the inclusive VUI for robot handover tasks under visual restriction was examined, so that
requirements and recommendations for long-term use cannot be derived. Nevertheless, in
the near future, the mentioned interactions without prior experience are the more probable
use case of social handover robots. For example in hospitals or hotels, which are unfamiliar
situations and environments for BVI people, a handover robot could provide reasonable
help. For wide long-term power use of such systems at home, to date, social robots are
too expensive.

Further, in the UCD process, user involvement was not varied systematically. The
whole UCD process was only undergone once. Therefore, from this research, we cannot
say for sure if involving all user groups during each UCD step would have led to different
results. Additionally, external conditions such as the COVID-19 pandemic limited possibili-
ties for user involvement, leading to unusual choices of methods such as online workshops
instead of roleplay workshops. Nevertheless, in line with [27], successful applicability of
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the VUI prototype implies that the designers of the prototypes were sufficiently sensitized
to the requirements of BVI people and applied them sufficiently in stages without BVI
user involvement.

The present study’s findings should be replicated and complemented in other social
robots. For example, the findings were only tested with a small assistant robot. Therefore,
before applying them in a heavy-load robot in an industrial context, the transferability
should be tested. Furthermore, it can be expected that social manners are culture-dependent.
Therefore, in another culture, user requirements and some details of dialog content re-
garding social manners might differ and need to be adapted. Some interdependencies
of dialog with the technical implementation of handover functionality should be tested,
especially regarding BVI people. They might perceive handover speed differently than
sighted people and require differing speed-dependent information. Furthermore, adding
haptic feedback could be helpful for BVI people, e.g., an airstream directed at the user’s
hand when approaching –the human, to support object location.

5. Conclusions

The presented research contributes to the development of social robots in different
aspects. Knowledge regarding requirements for robotic support during the complex process
of handovers with BVI people was developed, to make sure that social robotic assistance
becomes accessible for this group. More specific, a voice dialog covering the whole process
of a robot-to-human handover with and without visual restrictions was developed, which
can be included in existing or newly developed robots with handover tasks. This dialog
was tested by users in an evaluation study. It enabled successful robot handover, and
quantified satisfaction with the voice interaction was positive, both for sighted and BVI
people. Finally, it was demonstrated that, at least for inclusive VUI development of robotic
handover, user involvement of disabled users is not necessary during every development
stage to accomplish successful applicability. Overall, a speech interface was demonstrated
successfully, supporting a handover interaction strategy for potentially hazardous objects
between a robot and a human under visual restriction. This contributes to the basics of
successfully designing and implementing an inclusive handover function, independent of
the applied robotic system. It makes robotic handover inclusively accessible to BVI people,
as well as to working situations in the production sector that cause restrictions in sight.
Moreover, it also contributes to improving robot handover for sighted people, as verbal
communication increases anthropomorphism of a social robot and enables users to feel
confident during robotic handovers. Therefore, this research made a valuable contribution
to the development of accessible and cross-applicable social robots.
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Appendix A. Description of the Robot for Handover under Visual Restrictions

The robot was targeted to support people in unfamiliar situations where people are
not able to use their everyday strategies during handover tasks. An exemplary application
scenario is assisting BVI patients in a hospital or nursing home. Additionally, workers
in industrial productions sites are strongly fluctuating and workers have to familiarize
themselves to changing work stations quickly. There, an assistive handover robot could
contribute to more ergonomic assembling by successively handing over different required
tools or assembling components in the correct order, meaning that the worker doesn’t need
to turn around and remains focused on the assembling task.

According to the taxonomy of [22], the robot can be described as a social robot (field
of application) that is targeted for a human collaborator (human role) in a one-to-one
interaction (team composition). The robot has an embodied shape and the interaction
is intended to take place in the field (exposure to robot/setting). Regarding the robot’s
task specification, handing over objects requires information exchange, precision for hand
recognition, and transportation and manipulation of objects. The robot receives acoustic
information due to speech recognition and optical sensor information (communication
channel input). As handovers take place under visual restriction, only the acoustic output
of the robot can be used by users (communication channel output). The robot physically
approaches the user (physical proximity). Both interaction partners act synchronously
in the same area (temporal proximity). The degree of robot autonomy can be described
as overall high regarding information acquisition, information analysis, decision-making,
and action implementation. Finally, regarding robot morphology, the robot appears both
anthropomorphic (camera system seems like a head with eyes) and technical (UR-10 type
robot). The same applies to communication due to natural grammar usage but technical,
standardized dialog of the VUI and several speech input and outputs which have to be
confirmed by the user. The movement is technical in nature and the robot is framed as
a technical support system (context information). Figure A1 shows the robot to support
handover tasks under visual restrictions.
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Appendix C. Example of the Final VUI Dialog

Table A1. Example of the final VUI dialog for (1) midair robot-to-human handover and (2) placing of
a cup. Robot speech output in italics, user speech output written in bold.

1: User is awakening the robot by phone call.
2: Hello, my name is [name]. I can bring and hand over objects to you or pick up them up from
you. Thereby I support two types of handover. Either directly into your hand or indirectly, by
placing the object on a table. You can also interrupt me while I am speaking.
3: Manual following on demand by saying ‘Manual’ and explaining that the robot asks
for three information—object, handover direction, and handover modality—and
introduction of available short commands.
4: How can I help you? [e]2

5: Hello, [name]. Please bring me a cup of coffee. [e]
[2 out of 3 necessary information given]
6: I’m supposed to bring you a cup. Shall I hand you the cup directly or put it on the table? [e]

7. Directly into my hand. [e] 7. On the table, please. [e]
8. I’m supposed to bring you a cup of coffee.
The transfer should take place directly from
hand to hand. Did I understand the task
correctly? [e]

8. I’m supposed to bring you a cup of coffee.
The transfer should be done indirectly by
placing it on the table. Did I understand the
task correctly? [e]

9. Yes [Yes, you did]. [e]
10. I am looking for the cup.
11. I have localized the cup.
12. I am moving to the cup and getting it for you.
13. I am opening my hand.
14. I am moving my arm to the object.
15. I am closing my hand.
16. I gripped the cup safely.
17. I am moving back a little.

18. I am approaching you for the handover,
but still keeping a little distance. [e]

18. I am going to you now to put the item on
the table.

19. Confirmation required. I would now like
to hand the cup directly into your hand. Say
‘Go’ as soon as you’re ready to go. [e]
20. Go. [e]

[only robotic sounds perceptible]
19. Current status?

21. Okay. Please hold out your hand to me so
that I can navigate towards you. [e]
22. I hold the cup directly in front of your
hand with the handle first. Follow the light
air flow 1 with your hand and reach for it. [e]

20. I am going to you now to put the item on
the table.

23. Confirmation required. Say ‘Go’ if I may now open my hand and let go of the cup. [e]
24. Okay, go. [e]
25. I’m letting go now. [hand is opening
after finishing the sentence] [e]

21. I put the cup down on the table and let go
now. [e]
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Table A1. Cont.

26. Thanks.
27. You are very welcome.
28. I am moving back a little.
29. Is there anything else I can do for you?
30. No, not at the moment.
31. I am driving back to my base station.
31. I have reached my base station. [e]

1 The robot was equipped with a simple haptic feedback, implemented as a continuous air flow, located at the
robotic hand to ease grasping by users. 2 Voice output and confirmation loops also occurring during expert mode
are marked with [e].
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